These Calendar Wheels have been handwritten and hand drawn by Dorina Quine (aka Dee Martinez of “Decade Thirty” www.decadethirty.com)

In downloading this Calendar Wheel you are agreeing to NOT reproduce or distribute this product (or part thereof) in any way, shape, or form. They must NOT be distributed, copied or reproduced for commercial purposes (i.e. sold for profit). These designs are the property of Dorina Quine and Decade Thirty Creations and are strictly for personal use only.

Please tag or credit @decadethirty if posting on social media, and please redirect to my blog if sharing with others instead of sending this PDF file. Thank you :)

My printables are designed to be customisable by the consumer (you); therefore, at this stage, there are no plans for these Calendar Wheels to be made into stickers or labels. The quality of the product will depend on your printer settings, and I have ensured that all of my handwritten fonts have been finished to standard quality. Please remember that you have purchased a HANDWRITTEN item; therefore, penmanship idiosyncrasies and quirks will be evident throughout the product. I believe this is what gives my products a unique quality and finish that I hope you will enjoy :)

If you have any questions about the product, please email me at hello.decadethirty@gmail.com

*Copyright Decade Thirty Creations by Dorina Quine*

**Instructions for printing and construction**

1. These Calendar Wheels can be printed on A4 or Letter size paper. Please note that printing them on Letter size paper will result in a slightly smaller (mere millimetres) size Calendar Wheel.
2. Cut and paste onto your chosen planner or notebook
3. How to mind map: simply draw a line from the date outwards and write the details of your event/appointment.
4. Other uses for the Calendar Wheel:
   - as a memory keeping tool to jot down memories each day;
   - as a habit tracking tool by writing the habit in the upper left quadrant, then crossing off each day when you’ve completed it

**SIZE 4.5 cm**

**AUGUST**

**SIZE 6 cm**

**AUGUST**

**SEPTEMBER**